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This text balances experimental and clinical perspectives with a survey of a variety of mental

functions. In a conversational style, the authors provide clear, accessible explanations of difficult

concepts, making use of analogies and case studies to illustrate them. A consistent structure

throughout each chapter defines a mental function and the role of each part or parts of the brain in

that function, followed by a discussion of what neuropsychological syndromes say about the

cognitive and neural organization of the mental function.
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I had this text for my Physiological Psychology class in the final semester of my 4-year

undergraduate degree and it was the single hardest text I had to read throughout the four years. At

the end of my degree I have a GPA of 4.0/4.0 so I'm no dummy; the problem was not my ability. It

used to take me about 10-12 hrs to read a single chapter because it was such hard going. The

material covered in this text is very complex and made even more difficult for a learner to

comprehend because the writing is unnecessarily complex and there is inconsistent use of

terminology (although I acknowledge that that is partly a feature of the neuropsych field).On the

other hand, my prof, who has published plenty of peer reviewed papers in neuro-psych journals but

isn't exactly the pinnacle of clear communication either, said that the text did a good job of

summarizing the breadth of material in a field that is currently exploding with new findings. He



knows the field better than me, so I'll take that to be reasonably true on his authority. I can't

compare this cognitive neuropsych text with other cognitive neuropsych texts because I've only

studied this one, whereas he has taught from several over the decades he's been lecturing. After

wading through the hellishly-dense language, in the end the content was very interesting and I could

definitely see the practical implications of the science. After finishing the class I am able to very

comfortably comprehend neuropsych reports in the popular science literature and I can limp through

the peer-reviewed research reports, so I must have learned something from this text, with a little

assistance from the prof.
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